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Abstract—Hologram-based compact antenna test range (CATR)
is a potential method for testing large antennas at submillimeter
wavelengths. This paper describes testing of a 1.5-m single offset
parabolic reflector antenna with a 3-m-diameter hologram-based
CATR. This is the first time such a measurement is carried out
at submillimeter wavelengths. The antenna tests were done in a
CATR that was specifically designed and constructed for these
tests. The measured radiation pattern at the frequency of 322
GHz is presented. The measured pattern corresponds reasonably
well to the simulated pattern of the antenna. The effect of the
quiet-zone field nonidealities on the measurement results and the
reasons for the discrepancies in the measured antenna beam are
discussed.
Index Terms—Antenna measurements, compact antenna test
range (CATR), hologram, submillimeter wave antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

OLOGRAMS can be used as collimating elements in
compact antenna test ranges (CATRs) [1], [2]. As a
transmission-type device, a hologram is more economical to
manufacture than large reflectors at submillimeter wavelengths
due to less stringent surface accuracy requirements. The low
costs also allow the design of a test-specific test range that can
be built at the test site.
A hologram is a binarized interference pattern of an incident
spherical wave and a plane wave. When it is illuminated with the
spherical wave, the plane wave is radiated into the quiet zone of
the CATR. The hologram pattern is designed iteratively with a
computer by using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and
physical optics (PO) based analysis of the hologram radiation
[1]. The hologram pattern is manufactured by etching the binarized interference pattern on a copper-plated Mylar film. The
pattern consists of curved slots that are less than 2 wide. To
reduce edge diffraction, the slots in the hologram pattern are narrowed toward the hologram edges to introduce amplitude taper
to the hologram aperture field. The film is tensioned in a frame to
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Fig. 1. An example of a hologram pattern. Copper stripes are shown in black
and slots between them in white.

achieve sufficient surface flatness. Large holograms are etched
in several pieces that are soldered together to form the complete hologram pattern [2]. An example of a hologram pattern
is shown in Fig. 1.
Previously, a CATR based on a hologram has been used to test
the Odin telescope antenna at the frequency of 119 GHz [3].
In this paper, the test results of a 1.5-m parabolic antenna obtained in a hologram-based CATR at the frequency of 322 GHz
are presented. The CATR was designed and constructed specifically for this antenna test. The measured radiation pattern is
compared to the simulated pattern of the antenna, and the effect
of the quiet-zone field quality on the measurement results and
the reason for the observed beam distortions are discussed.
II. COMPACT ANTENNA TEST RANGE
A. The Hologram and the Range Setup
The CATR used in the tests is based on a 3-m-diameter hologram, which consists of three separately etched pieces that were
soldered together. The hologram manufacturing and range construction is described in detail in [2] and [4]. The CATR was built
into the high voltage test hall at the Helsinki University of Technology and disassembled after the antenna tests two months later.
Absorber wallswere builtto cover the walls of the hall and to block
direct radiation from the hologram feed to the antenna under test
(AUT). The schematic of the hologram CATR layout is presented
in Fig. 2 and a photograph of the range is shown in Fig. 3.
The plane wave propagates in the direction of 33 in relation to
the hologram normal. This tilt angle is used to avoid disturbances
in the quiet-zone field caused by diffraction modes that propagate
in the direction of the hologram normal. The field was measured
with a network analyzer using a corrugated horn to probe the
field. The probing was done using a plane polar scanner, which
allowed the measurement of radial cuts of the quiet zone [2]. The
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Fig. 2. The schematic of the CATR based on a hologram.

Fig. 4. Measured amplitude in the horizontal and vertical cuts of the quiet zone
at 322 GHz.

Fig. 3. Photograph of the CATR. The feed is located in the top left corner, the
hologram is seen in the middle, and the AUT is placed in the bottom right corner.

measured amplitude and phase in horizontal and vertical cuts of
the quiet-zone field are presented in Figs. 4 and 5.
The quiet-zone diameter was designed to be about 1900 mm,
and measured maximum peak-to-peak deviation from a plane
wave within the 1.5-m aperture of the antenna under test was
about 2.6 dB in amplitude and 250 in phase at a frequency of
322 GHz. The typical peak-to-peak ripple was approximately
1 dB and 10 for the amplitude and for the phase, respectively. The
quiet-zone phase front was saddle-shaped with concave phase
front curvature in the vertical crosscut and convex phase front
curvature in the horizontal crosscut. The main deformation in the
measured amplitude was a dip in the middle of the quiet zone. The
causes for the deviations from the plane wave are discussed in [2].
B. Range Instrumentation
The transmitter and the receiver were supplied by EADS Astrium, Germany, and they are described in [5]. A corrugated horn
was used as the feed to illuminate the hologram. The received
power of the AUT was measured with a spectrum analyzer. The
achieved dynamic range in the radiation pattern measurements
was about 85 dB at 322 GHz.
The antenna positioner was built from a 40-mm Bofors
antiaircraft gun by the Laboratory of Machine Design of the
Helsinki University of Technology, Finland. The original azimuth gear and the pedestal were conserved. A cradle-type
elevation positioner was constructed from steel profile, and new
azimuth and elevation drives were installed. Twenty-six-bit

Fig. 5. Measured phase in the horizontal and vertical cuts of the quiet zone at
322 GHz.

absolute angle encoders were installed directly on the axes
of rotation. The angle encoders are capable of measuring
angular steps of 0.1 millidegrees. The antenna positioner and
the measurement equipment were controlled with a PC using
LabVIEW-based software that was developed for this purpose.
III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The antenna under test was ADMIRALS representative test
object (RTO), which was built by EADS Astrium, Germany, to
demonstrate satellite antenna technology and to compare potential antenna testing methods at submillimeter wavelengths. The
ADMIRALS RTO has a 1.5-m-diameter single offset fed paraboloid reflector with the focal length of 3 m. The feed offset angle
is 19.6 . Previously, the RTO has been tested at 203, 322, and
503 GHz at EADS Astrium, and the 503 GHz results are presented in [6]. The antenna mounted on the antenna positioner is
shown in Fig. 6.
The radiation pattern of the ADMIRALS RTO was measured
at a frequency of 322 GHz at the linear vertical polarization.
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Antenna under test (ADMIRALS RTO) on the antenna positioner.
Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Measured pattern cut in the
linear vertical polarization.

H -plane (horizontal) at 322 GHz at the

The pattern was measured in two cuts: in the -plane (vertical)
from 12 to 12 and in the -plane (horizontal) from 85
to 85 . The direction of the maximum power in the radiation
pattern was set as the origin of the antenna coordinate system.
The measured -plane pattern cut between 85 is shown in
Fig. 7 and a closeup of the region between 12 is presented
in Fig. 8. The -plane pattern cut between 12 is shown in
Fig. 9. A contour plot of the measured antenna radiation pattern
is presented in Fig. 10. In all the figures, the measured power is
normalized to 0 dB at the maximum.
The received power at the horizontal linear polarization was
measured by switching the polarization of the receiver. The
measured cross-polarization level in the -plane cut is shown
in Fig. 11 and the -plane cut in Fig. 12.
The measured cross-polarization peak is approximately 22 dB
below the peak at the copolarization (vertical polarization). The
cross-polarization level is affected by the cross-polarization
level of the quiet-zone field. Typical maximum cross-polarization level in a hologram based CATR is about 20 dB [7].
The radiation of the antenna was simulated with the commercial reflector antenna software GRASP8W. The shape of the
1.5-m reflector surface was measured before the antenna was

Closeup of the measured H -plane cut at 322 GHz.

Fig. 9. Measured E -plane (vertical) cut of the antenna radiation pattern at 322
GHz.

Fig. 10. Contour plot of the measured radiation pattern at 322 GHz. The
contour interval is 3 dB.

assembled, and the effect of the reflector bending on the surface shape when it was attached to the antenna structure was
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Fig. 11. Measured H -plane cut of the co- and cross-polarization pattern. The
power is normalized to the maximum of the copolarized power.

Fig. 12. Measured E -plane cut of the co- and cross-polarization pattern. The
power is normalized to the maximum of the copolarized power.

estimated at EADS Astrium, Germany. These surface data were
used to model the reflector in the simulations. A simple feed
model with a Gaussian beam with a 10.5 dB taper at an angle
of 13.5 was used to illuminate the reflector. The focal length
of the antenna was 3 m and the antenna was fed from the focal
point of the paraboloid antenna. The radiation pattern was computed using PO and physical theory of diffraction (PTD). The
- and -plane cuts of the simulated radiation pattern are presented in Figs. 13 and 14 together with the measured results.
The measured 3 dB beam width is 0.086 in the -plane
and 0.050 in the -plane. The corresponding simulated beam
widths are 0.053 and 0.045 , respectively.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS
The measured radiation pattern of the AUT is affected by the
quality of the quiet-zone field and by deviations of the antenna
structure from the designed structure. These factors affecting the
measured antenna pattern are discussed next.

Fig. 13. Measured and simulated
322 GHz.

Fig. 14. Measured and simulated
322 GHz.
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H -plane cuts of the radiation pattern at

E -plane cuts of the radiation pattern at

A. Effect of the Quiet-Zone Field Quality
The objective of the antenna testing is to determine the characteristics of the antenna, i.e., the actual radiation pattern of the
antenna without any distortions due to external factors. Usually
the high quality of the quiet-zone field ensures that the measured
radiation pattern corresponds with good accuracy to the actual
radiation pattern of the AUT. At submillimeter waves, it is very
challenging to achieve a good quality quiet zone in a CATR, and
the effect of the quiet-zone quality has to be taken into account
in the evaluation of the measurement results.
The quiet-zone field deviations can be divided to systematic
distortions, such as taper, and to ripple. The ripple is caused by
scattering in the measurement range and by operation of the collimating element (surface or pattern errors in the hologram) and
causes extraneous lobes in the measured radiation pattern when
the main lobe is pointing toward the scatterer. The systematic
distortions in the quiet-zone field are caused by the nonideal
operation of the collimating element.
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Fig. 15. Normalized angular spectrum of the quiet-zone field in the horizontal
plane [2].

Fig. 16. Closeup of a measured side-lobe before and after the steering of the
quiet-zone plane wave direction by 0.22 .

plane wave steering. The origin of the antenna coordinates is at
the main peak of the radiation pattern in both measurements.
The disturbance in the direction of 8 in relation to the antenna positioner in the horizontal plane appears to originate inside the hologram aperture. This indicates that either scattering
from the measurement environment on the AUT side of the hologram is reflected from the hologram surface or the main beam of
the antenna receives through the semitransparent hologram reflections from the feed side of the hologram CATR (see CATR
layout in Figs. 2 and 3). Inexpensive microwave absorbers that
are not intended for submillimeter wavelengths were used to
cover some of the walls at the feed side of the hologram CATR
[2]. These absorbers are a potential source of reflections in the
hall.
The effects of the spurious signals on the measured radiation
pattern can be compensated using antenna pattern comparison
(APC) methods [8]. Unfortunately, the antenna positioner used
did not allow the displacement of the AUT within the quiet zone
to apply these techniques. Nevertheless, the level of the spurious
signals is relatively low and the measured pattern does not suffer
from many significant extraneous lobes.
2) Effect of Systematic Quiet-Zone Field Distortions: Systematic quiet-zone field distortions affect also the
main beam region, i.e., the beam width and shape, and not
just the sidelobe level. The effect of the systematic distortions
is difficult to eliminate from the antenna pattern using APC
methods, as these methods are not practically applicable in the
main beam region of the pattern.
Imperfect operation of the collimating element produces a
nonideal plane wave in the quiet zone of the CATR, which affects the measured beam by distorting the effective aperture field
of the antenna. Distortions to the antenna aperture field due to
the nonideal quiet-zone field can be determined in the spatial
domain at each polarization by multiplying the distortion-free
by the measured quiet-zone field
aperture field vector
vector
(1)

1) Effects of the Quiet-Zone Ripple: The quiet-zone field
amplitude and phase were measured prior to the antenna tests
(shown in Figs. 4 and 5), and the angular spectrum (plane wave
spectrum) was computed to identify potential scatterers in the
range. The angular spectrum of the quiet-zone field in the horizontal plane of the AUT is shown in Fig. 15.
The angular spectrum suggests that a possible disturbance (a
so-called stray or spurious signal) to the quiet zone may originate around the direction of 8 in the horizontal plane in relation to the antenna positioner [2]. This was verified by steering
the plane wave direction by about 0.22 by moving the feed
horn of the CATR. The locations of the scatterers in the hall
remain the same, but the direction of the AUT main beam in relation to the antenna positioner changes by the amount of plane
wave steering. We observed that the side-lobe around 8 in
the -plane was relocated in the antenna coordinates by the
amount of the plane wave steering and remained in the same direction in relation to the antenna positioner. This indicates that
the measured side-lobe originates from the CATR instead of the
antenna itself. Fig. 16 shows the side-lobe before and after the

where and are the coordinates in the aperture of the antenna.
We use the simulated aperture field of the AUT and the measured cuts of the quiet-zone field to estimate the effect of the
quiet-zone field quality on the measurement results. The effective aperture field of the AUT is computed with (1) and the radiation pattern of the AUT is obtained with Fourier transformation
. The two-dimensional field incident on the
from
aperture of the AUT is estimated by interpolating the measured
horizontal, vertical, and both diagonal cuts of the quiet-zone
field amplitude and phase at the points between the measured
cuts, as it was not possible to take a very large number of samples of the quiet-zone field. The relatively few samples in the
polar scan of the quiet zone do not allow us to make very accurate predictions of the effect on the antenna pattern over a
wide angular range, but a qualitative analysis of the main beam
shape distortions can be done. The simulated radiation pattern
of the AUT is shown in Fig. 17 and the estimated radiation pattern after taking into account the measured quiet-zone field is
shown in Fig. 18. In Fig. 19, the measured, simulated, and estimated -plane radiation pattern, which includes the effect of
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Fig. 17. Contour plot of the simulated radiation pattern at 322 GHz. The
contour interval is 3 dB.

Fig. 18. Contour plot of the estimated radiation pattern at 322 GHz taking into
account the effect of the quiet-zone field on the simulated pattern. The contour
interval is 3 dB.

the quiet-zone field quality on the simulated radiation pattern,
are presented. The E-plane pattern cuts are in Fig. 20.
The nonideal quiet-zone distorts the measured radiation pattern and changes the measured antenna beam shape, as can be
seen in Figs. 17 and 18. The contours of the radiation pattern
are roughly elliptical in shape near the main beam peak, and the
nonideal quiet-zone field distorts the shape of these contours.
Quadratic phase errors, i.e., phase front curvature, cause shoulders to the main beam and increase the side-lobe levels [9]. The
main beam is also widened. Feed offset causes a nonsymmetrical aperture illumination and antenna pattern [10].The slight
dip in the quiet-zone field amplitude acts opposite to the taper
in an antenna aperture field increasing the side-lobe level. However, based on the estimated effect of the quiet-zone field on the
simulated antenna pattern, the effect of the quiet-zone field distortions is not large enough to explain alone all the discrepancies between the measurements and simulations. The effect of
the deviations in the antenna structure from the designed structure is discussed next.
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Fig. 19. H -plane cut showing the measured, simulated, and estimated pattern
including effect of the quiet-zone field quality.

Fig. 20. E -plane cut showing the measured, simulated, and estimated pattern
including effect of the quiet-zone field quality.

B. Effect of the Deviations in the Structure of the AUT
The AUT consists of a single offset paraboloid fed with a
quasi-optical feed located at the paraboloid focus. The surface
of the reflector was measured at EADS Astrium with 396 points
before the RTO was assembled and the reflector bending was
estimated at EADS Astrium. The measured surface distortions
from the ideal paraboloid with the estimated reflector bending
are shown in Fig. 21. The simulated -plane pattern of the distorted paraboloid is compared to the ideal paraboloid in Fig. 22.
The other possible deviations of the antenna structure include
feed misalignment and dislocation (offset). Due to the large f/D
ratio, a large feed misalignment is needed to produce clearly
visible beam distortions. Such a large misalignment is unlikely
to exist in the RTO, as it should be clearly visible. The position
of the feed was varied in GRASP8 simulations and the effect on
the main beam shape was observed. Fig. 23 shows the measured
and the simulated radiation pattern with the estimated effect of
the nonideal quiet-zone field when the feed was relocated to
( 4, 0, 6), in millimeters, in relation to the paraboloid focus at
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This feed offset is quite large and unlikely to be real at this
extent. Instead, it is more likely that the phase error in the quietzone field and the aperture phase error due to the reflector surface distortions are causing a beam distortion similar to a large
feed offset.
V. DISCUSSION

Fig. 21.

The surface distortions of the RTO reflector.

Fig. 22.

Simulated

H -plane pattern of the ideal and the distorted paraboloid.

At submillimeter waves, even relatively small reflector
surface errors are large compared to the wavelength, and they
have a great effect on the radiation pattern of the antenna
as can been seen in Fig. 22. The distorted reflector surface
causes the antenna beam to resemble more a contoured beam
in a noncontrolled fashion than a pencil beam. In the case of
ADMIRALS RTO, the contours of the antenna pattern are
approximately elliptical in shape. Measuring only horizontal
and vertical cuts of the radiation pattern does not give a full
picture on the beam characteristics, and even relatively large
beam distortions caused by measurement errors and distortions
in the antenna structure are not very easily recognized in the
pattern cuts. Therefore, contour maps of the antenna pattern
should be measured whenever possible when submillimeter
wavelength antennas are tested.
The combined effect of the potential error sources makes
the identification of the exact cause for the observed radiation
pattern anomalies difficult, and further analysis is needed.
However, it seems that the radiation pattern of the AUT, the
RTO, deviates from the expected pattern also due to errors
in the antenna structure. The accurate analysis of the RTO
measurements requires more information on the structure of
the antenna with more accurate reflector surface measurements
on the operational antenna and with verification of the feed
positioning and alignment. Also, to analyze the antenna performance more accurately, the quiet-zone field quality should be
better in order to eliminate distortions to the measured antenna
pattern due to the nonideal quiet-zone field.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 23. Simulated radiation pattern with the AUT feed offset including the
estimated effect of the quiet-zone field compared to the measured radiation
pattern cut in the -plane.

H

(0,0,0) in the
coordinate system, where the axis is pointing
toward the reflector and the axis is the horizontal axis.

Compact antenna test range based on a hologram was used to
test a submillimeter wavelength reflector antenna, ADMIRALS
RTO, at a frequency of 322 GHz. The copolar radiation pattern
was measured at the vertical polarization, and the cross-polar
pattern cuts were measured by changing the AUT receiver polarization to horizontal. The main beam region was measured in
two dimensions at the vertical polarization. The estimated dynamic range in the measurements was about 85 dB.
The measurement results were compared to the simulated
radiation pattern of the ADMIRALS RTO. The measured results correspond reasonably well with the simulated pattern. The
shape of the reflector surface was included in the simulation
of the antenna radiation. The measured 3 dB beam width is
0.086 in the -plane and 0.050 in the -plane. The simulated beam widths are 0.053 and 0.045 .
The effect of the nonideal quiet-zone field on the measurement
results was investigated by computing the radiation of the simulated antenna including the effect of the measured quiet-zone
field. The quiet-zone field amplitude and phase in the antenna
aperture were estimated from the measured horizontal, vertical,
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and diagonal cuts, and radiation pattern was then computed by
including the quiet-zone field distortions into the aperture field.
The quiet-zone field has significant effect on the measurement
results. An extraneous lobe around the direction of 8 in the
H-plane (horizontal) cut of the antenna pattern was identified to
be caused by an external scatterer in the measurement hall. Also
the structure of the antenna under test, especially the reflector surface shape, has a great effect on the radiation pattern. Therefore,
in general at submillimeter wavelengths, measured contour maps
of the antenna pattern should be used in the analysis of the antenna performance, as using only the horizontal and vertical pattern cuts does not give a full picture on the shape of the antenna
beam. Further information on the structure of ADMIRALS RTO
and/or more antenna pattern measurements are needed for more
accurate antenna performance analysis.
The antenna tests described in this paper were the first that
were done using a CATR based on a hologram at submillimeter
wavelengths. The test results of the ADMIRALS RTO at
322 GHz show great promise for the hologram-based CATR
at submillimeter wavelengths. Future research will focus on
improving the quiet-zone field quality and on increasing the
quiet-zone size, allowing tests of larger antennas at shorter
submillimeter wavelengths.
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